SOLUTION BRIEF: MOBILE NETWORK OPERATOR

A Leading Mobile Network Operator Discovers that not all Connectors are Created Equal

Keeping Subscribers Connected
and Cell Towers Concealed
JMA Wireless connectors
eliminated RTWP noise issues
at a leading US carrier
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Unique Compression Connector Solves the Issue
About JMA Wireless

only hours
“toIttraintakesa new
recruit
to install JMA Wireless
universal compression
connectors and the results
are outstanding. With
traditional connectors it
takes several weeks to
achieve the same level
of training and due to the
nature of the connection
you just can’t guarantee
an acceptable result.”

- - Onsite Industry Contractor

Frustrated with the project delays and excessive operational costs, this mobile network
operator turned to global market leader, JMA Wireless. First, JMA Wireless PIM tested
all existing lines and every one failed to meet the carrier’s minimum specification of
-150dBc. Next, JMA Wireless replaced all of the existing connectors with its world
renowned universal compression connectors. These connectors utilize a patented active
compression technology, which eliminates PIM, installs in one minute and guarantees long
term reliability. After replacing all of the existing connectors with the JMA compression
connectors the lines were retested. The results were quite extraordinary. All of the new
connectors passed PIM 100% on the first attempt. By resolving the PIM issue all lines
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dropped below the carrier’s minimum specification of -100 dBm for RTWP, resulting in
enhanced performance for the entire site.
PHENOMENAL RESULTS ACHIEVED WITH LESS TIME AND MONEY
By implementing the universal compression connectors from JMA Wireless the MNO
saved time and money, and was able to remove this cell tower from its troubled site list. A
leading executive from the carrier stated, “Prior to working with JMA Wireless, the amount
of money spent on trying to fix just this single site was the equivalent of paying for 50 sites
worth of connectors or approximately $75,000!” In addition, the carrier incurred savings
related to training costs because only hours, not weeks of training were required.
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